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.ABSTRACT 
In troduction 
Pumping from wells has become a popula r t ype of 
irrigat i on in the a rid r egions of the Uni t ed St a tes . 
I rrigation engineers and well dri llers have long be en 
faced wi th the problem of s electing the proper t ype of 
well screen to install in any particular well . ·rhey 
realize that the s election of a screen with proper slot 
openings is a very i mpor t an t factor in the construction of 
a well . Few scientific investiga t i ons have been made to 
de t ermine the most effic i ent size and t ype of well screen 
to in stall . Much experien ce and a knowledge of previous 
wells in the region a re relied on in the selection of a 
well screen . 
The problem 
The problem f or whi ch an an swer is s ough t in 
this thesi s may be sta ted as follows: 'ij'ha t a re the 
hydraulic propert ie s of well screen s when surrounded by 
gravel envelope s con taining various sizes of gravel? 
Problem analysis .-- In analyz ing the problem the 
f ollowing questions ari se : 
1 . V,hat is the loss of head through ea ch well 
screen operating in clear water wi th no 
gravel or sand surrotmding the screen? 
2 . What effect does placing gravel envelopes 
around the screen have on the loss of head 
through the well screen? 
3 . ·~'hat effect does size of particles in the 
g ravel envelope have on the loss of head 
through the well screen? 
4 . ~hat effect does size of part i cles in the 
g ravel envelope have on the loss of head 
through the gravel envelope? 
5 . What effect doe s variation in discharge 
have on the above losses of head? 
6 . What effect does length of screen have on 
the loss of head through the screen? 
Delimi tations .--The well screens used in this 
investigation were limited to 12 inches in diameter and 
2 feet in eff ective length . 
The t ypes of well screens used were as follows : 
~ell Descript i on 1/i i dth of 
slot screen 
Continuous slot 0 . 040 in . 
Continuous slot 0 . 100 in . 
Continuous slot 0 . 200 in . 
Con tinuous slot 0 . 100 in . 
Wire ne sh 0 . 145 in . 
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Punch ed slot 
Punched slot 
1/16 in . Galv . i ron 
1/8 in . Galv . i ron 
53 . 59% 
69 . 78% 
21 . l~b 
33 . 64% 
2 . 54% 
The thickn ess of the gravel envelopes was 9 
i nches. The gravel used in them contained particles of 
approximately uniform size . The three sizes used in this 
investigation were 1 inch, 1/2 i nch and 1/4 i n ch . 
In this study only the losses of head that 
occurred through the well screens and the gravel envelopes 
we re analyzed . r o attempt was made to determine the 
effect of shape and t ype of screen perforations on the 
losses . 
Definition of terms .--A gravel envelope i s a layer 
of g ravel which is placed around the well screen to retard 
the movement of s and and to allow free passage of water 
into the well . 
Loss of head, as used in this thesis, is the loss 
of potential energy between any two points as me asured by 
the difference in elevation of water surfaces in piezo-
meters connected t o t he se points . 
Screen coefficient, Cs, is the ratio of the 
perforated area of a well screen to the total surface area 
of the screen, the quantity being expressed as a 
percentage . 
A well screen is that portion of a well casing 
which contains opening s through the wall for the passage 
of water into the well . 
?.rethods and materials 
'l'he two foot well screens were sealed over an 
opening in the center of a large cylindrical tank which 
was 6 feet i r. depth and 7} feet in diameter . The opening 
in the center of the tank was connected by means of a pipe 
to a weir box . water wa.s introduced into the t ank, flowed 
through the well screen, an d discharged into the weir box 
where the quantity was measured with a 90° V- notch ~veir . 
A valve in the entrance line and one in the line between 
the tank and the weir box controlled the discharge . 
To obtain the loss of head through the well screen 
without a gravel envelope surrounding it the head inside 
and outside the screen was measured . 'I'hese heads were 
measured by placing piezometers inside and outside the 
screen respectively . The piezometric heads were measured 
wi th hook s ages placed in stilling wells connected to the 
piezometers . The difference in heads inside and outside 
the screen gave the loss of head through the well screen . 
These losses were measured wi th various discharges going 
through the screen . 
A similar arrai.gement was used to measure the 
head losses through the gravel envelope and through the 
well screen with the envelope surrounding it . iezometers 
were i n stalled to measure the heads both inside and out-
side the screen as well as the head outside the gr avel 
envelope . These head losses were also measured at various 
discharges and with gravel envelopes containing the 
various sizes of g r avel . 
To determine the effect of length of screen on the 
head losses through it, four of the screens were tested 
with various lengths of screen exposed . 
Analysi s of da ta 
A number of factors which affect the hydraulic 
efficiency of well screens were analyzed . grom the 
mechanics of flow it seems evident that there is some 
rela tionship between screen coeffi ci ent, Cs , and the 
loss of head through the screen . Other fa ctors which were 
analyzed included the effect of a gravel envelope 
surrounding the screen, the effect of length of screen , 
and the effect of gr avel size . 
It was found the.t when the screen coefficient was 
about 15% or greater it had little or no effect on the 
l oss of head through the screen . For coefficients below 
15% a sharp rise in the loss of head was encountered as 
the coefficient decreased . Evidently the loss of head due 
to a well scre en is divided into two parts - one coI'- sist -
ing of the loss of head in passing through the screen 
slots and the other consisting of the loss of head due to 
turbulence ins ide the well screen . If the screen has 
sufficient perfora ted area , above 15%, the former loss i s 
quite insignificant and may be neglected . However , for 
screens whose perfora ted area is l ess than 15% the loss of 
head in passing through the slots becomes great enough to 
increase the total screen loss significa~tly . 
A gravel p' ck surrounding the screen has the 
eff e ct of in creas ing the loss of head through the screen . 
The smaller gravel particles in the pack cause greater 
losses of head than the larger particles do . 
De creasing the length of the well screen has the 
effect of de crea s ing the head losses through it if the 
di scha r ge per foot of screen is held constan t . 
r he head losses through the gravel packs were 
found to be quite small when compared to the total loss 
through the well screen . 
Di scussion 
The data obtained in answering all the problems 
stated in the problem analysis show tha t the loss of head 
through a well screen is divided into two parts . The 
greater pnrt of the total loss is due to the turbulen t 
l oss that occurs inside the well screen . The water passes 
through the slot opening s rather freely and little loss of 
h ead oc~urs, but in turning the jets of water through goo 
and pulling the water up through the well screen a 
significant loss of head occurs . If a screen has suf -
ficient perforated a rea this loss is practically the total 
loss for the rell screen . If the pe rforated area is less 
than 15% the loss of head through the slots cannot be 
neglected . 
Surrounding the well screen wi th a gravel pa ck 
cause an increa sed loss of head through the screen . This 
i s due to the fa ct tha t the gravel, being adja cent to the 
pirforations, causes a reduct i on in the perforated area . 
This reduct i on naturally causes an increased velocity 
through the remaining area which produces a gre a ter loss . 
In this study the maximum discharge per foot of 
screen used wa s much greater than could be expected in the 
fie ld . However, using such discharges aided in analyzing 
the data . By usihg l a r ge discha rges per foot of screen 
grea ter losses were obtained than are practica l because 
the di scharg e is above the pract i ca l range . However, the 
leng th of screen was shorter than would naturally be 
expected in the field and it has been shown that for the 
s ame di scha r ge per foot of screen the loss of head in-
creases a s the length of screen in creases . 
It must be remembered al so that in this study 
on l the loss of head t hrough well screens has been con -
si de red . The loss of h ead is only one of the many 
problems to be answered i n choos i n g the proper type of 
well s creen t o use in a well . 
Suggestions for further study 
In t his study the t ot a l screen los se s were 
measured. There was no att empt to sepa rate the loss 
through t he slot opening s from the loss occurring inside 
the s creen . A suppl emental study to determine the loss 
of head thr ugh various slot size s and shapes would make 
it possible to deter mi ne what portj_on of the total loss 
could be a ttributed t o the screei s lots . 
I t is suggested that the problem be extended 
further to include the effe ct of pla ci ng a sand formation 
outs i de t he c;ravel pa ck . This s t udy would provide much 
valuable data for, i n addi tion to mea suring t he head 
losses, the amoun t of s and pumped· t hrough the gravel pack 
and screen could be measur ed . 
In this study only one thickness of g ravel pack 
was us ed . Pe r haps other t hickn esses should be inv stigat -
ed and especially s o if a study is to be made with sand 
surrounding the g r avel packs . 
This thes is represents a study of only seven 
well screen s . I t would be i n t eresting to exten d the study 
to include many other types of well screens to see if the 
conclusions drawn hold true for them. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The quantity of water available from strear.1s and 
reservoirs i n t he ari d r egi ons of t he world is f r equently 
i nsufficient t o supply the needs of l and suitable for 
irrigationo I n many of t hese areas a pot ential source of 
supply lies beneath t he surface of t he ground in l ayers 
of sat urated sands and gravelso The most feasible means 
of r ecovering and using such water is by pumping from 
wellso This t ype of irrigation is centur ies old and 
modern meth od s have made it quite popular in the ari d 
regions of t he Uni t ed Stateso 
~ f2!. ~ studx 
Two general types of irrigation wells are i n use 
today, the "developed well" and the "gravel-packed we11n,, 
Where conditions are favorable the "developed we l l " is 
more effective in maintaining sufficient capaci t y without 
pumping excessive quantities of fine materials from the 
water-bearing formation. · "Development" of a well removes 
the clay, silt, fine sand, and in some cases a por·tion of 
t he coarse sand from the formation adjacent to the perfo-
r ations in the well casingo This forms a filter of coarse 
and reasonably uniform partiqles ·which create a natural, 
well-graded, stabilized layer of highly permeable material 
entirely surrounding the well screen. To produce a 
properly developed well the water-bearing f ormat ion must 
contain sufficient coarse particles to insur e t he creation 
of a gravel filter .. In formations consisting almost 
entirely of very fine uniform sand ,-nth insufficient 
coarse particles to permit successful development it is 
often advantijgeous to gravel pack the well artificiall y o 
The "gravel-packed well" accomplishes the same results as 
the "developed well". The difference between the t wo is 
that the eravel is artificially placed around t he uell 
screen in the former, whereas the envelope is natural ly 
formed f rom the water-bearing formation in the l attero 
In most formations a productive well, r egnro l ess 
of the type of construction, must have a perforated 
sect i on or well screen which will allow free flow of water 
and a mi nimum passage of fine materials into the well. 
Careful consideration should be given the t ype of well 
s creen used because the success or failure of the well 
may depend on this one item.9 Other things being e qual, 
t he well s creen determines the amount of sand that wil l be 
pumped, t he yield of the well, the yield per f oot of draw-
down , and t he permanence of the wello 
The "gravel-packed wolln presents not only the 
problem of selecting the p:i·oper well screen, but also the 
problem of selecting the correct size of gravel to use in 
the envelope o 
Problem 
The problem for wM.ch an answer is sought in 
this thesis may be stated as follows: What are the 
hydraulic properties of well screens when suri-·ounded by 
gravel envelopes containing various sizes of gravel? 
Problem analxsiso--lo ~hat is the loss of 
head through each well screen operating in cl ear 
water with no gravel or sand surrounding the 
screen? 
What effect does placin~ gravel envelopes 
around the screen have on the loss of head 
through the well screen? 
rlhat effect does size of particles in t he 
gravel envelope have on the loss of head 
through the well screen? 
What effect does size of particles in the 
gravel envelope have on the loss of head 
through the gravel envelope? 
What effect does variation in discharge 
have on the above losses of head? 
60 '\'/hat effect does length of screen have on • 
the loss of head through the screen? 
Delimitationso--The well screens used in this 
investigation were limited to 12 inches in diameter and 
2 feet in effective lengtho The types of well screens 
were as follows: 
Well screen Description Width of slot Material 
A Continuous slot 0.040 in., Bronze 
B Continuous slot 0.100 ino Bronze 
C ContinUO}lS slot 0.,200 in. Bronze 
D Continuous slot OolOO in,., Black iron 
E Wire mesh 0.,145 in .. Black iron 
F Punched slot 1/16 in., Galv .. iron 
G Punched slot l/8 in .. Galv., iron 
These screens will be described in detail in Chapter IIIo 
The thickness of the gravel envelopes was 9 
inches., The gravel used in them contained particles of 
ay,pro·0:iri t Aly Ui !Oiffi sin''., _':'Le ·l,·:e. 
investi~ati·n, n l inch, 1/2 in h; "1 
· In this study only the l osse~ of head ··h·:i.t. 
occurred through t: e \re l l · screens and the e1·avcl ct&Vol .. es 
were analyzed ., No- attempt was raade to dcto:t'm:ine i~hc 
eff ect of shape and t ype of s creon perforations on t~c 
losses o 
Defini tion of terns ~--A grav.Q.._~ §!.!Y~ or 
_srav.§..'.b n a cl<: is a l ayer of gravel which i s. placed aroun.:: 
t he well screen to retard the movement of sand;:;:. d to 
allow free passage of water i nto the well0 
Loss .2.£ head, as used in this thesis , is the 
los s of potential energy between any two points ns 
mea sured by the difference in elevation of water s urfaces 
in piezometers connected to these pcintso 
Screen coefficient, C8 ~ is the ratio of th9 
perforated area o1 a well screen to the total surface ~rea 
of the screen, the quantity being expressed as a 
percentage o . 
A well· screen is that portion of a Hell c:1sing 
which containsopenings through t,he wall for the passage 
of water into the wello 
Chapter II 
REVIEVl OF LI'rERATURE 
The yield or transmitting capacity of a \-Iell , s 
governed by many factors ... The velocity of flow (u 
function -of the water table slope), ground water temper-
ature , interference from' other wells, and sj_ze of 1;1ell 
all are factors to be considered in determining t he well 
yield o For many years a very important factor in tlrn 
transmitting capacity of a well was neglected ... Onl y in 
the last 50 years have the hydraulic ·properties of well 
screens been given any considerationo Many irrigation 
engineers and well drillers now realize that the selection 
of a proper si e of gravel and screen slot opening i s the 
most important factor in the construction of a gravel-
packed well~ In spite of this realization, entirely too 
few -scientific investigations have be~n made on the 
perforr:iance of well screens under various conditionso 
The yield of a well is further con'trolled by the m.wber » 
size and shape of the screen openinES o Therefore 9 all 
. - -
factors affecting the life and performance of a well 
screen must be given consideration before the best method. 
of construc·ting a well can be decided definitely .. 
Go Jo Lehr (4) , in a study reported in 1926, 
pointed out t hat tlrn l oss of head through a well screen 
consists of two dist i nct and s eparate partso There is a 
loss of head through the scr een openines due to their size 
and shape and there is another los s of head attributed to 
the turbulence of the water in passing upward through the 
i nside of the well screeno The sum of these two losses 
is the loss of head in .bringing the water f r om outside 
the well screen to the pumpo The author states that the 
loss of head due to the screen is relativel y small and may 
be neglected where new screens are usedo Thi s loss can 
be stated theoretically in the form of a velocity head 
loss 
V22 - V2 
h2 - C2 - 2 g 
where h 2 : the loss of head through the screen perforations in feet 
the velocity of the water at 
exit through the perforations 
(1) 
= Q/A where Q is the discharge 
in cfs and A is the area or ' 
the perforations in sqo fte 
V = the velocity of the water at 
entrance to the perforations 
: Q/A0 where Q is the dis-
charge and A0 is the outside area of the well screen in sqo ft e 
C2: a coefficient varying with 
the roughness of the screen 
and the temperature of the water 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
The loss of head due to turbulence and friction inside the 
screen may be written in a form similar to the equation 







· .,..l ___ _ 
2 n g _ 
(2) 
where h1: the loss of head in the pipe in 
feet 
the velocity of flow in the 
pipe in feet per second 
..: t 1 "i l, .l. 
g - acceleration due t o gr.r.v i ty 
a coefficient varying with 
roughness of the pipe 
e 
Iir. Lehr neglected the loss through t.he screen and .. rork :-1d 
·dth the turb lent loss only. He coiaputed the os s 
theoretically for a well screen l,-5 meters long and 0 .. 25 
meters in diar.ieter. The constant, Cl, h ? used .L'or h s 
computations may be stated as follo·ws. 
Cl: 0 0149 + 0.002,.4711 
ri 
He also measured the loss of head in a. well of the s ame 
size and found that the measured loss was 2o55 times 
greater than the computed loss.. The author applied '·his 
correction to Eq. 2 and substituted discharges ·divided 
by cross section area for Vi to obtain his equacion f r 
resistance in a well o 
C ti 1 
n5 
(J) 
H. L~ White (11). in a paper published in 1937 1 
stated that the size of gravel in the gravel envelope 
should be determined from the size of sand in the for-
mation and that the size of screen openings should be as,· 
large as possible without allowing the gravel of the en ··e 
lope to .c:i;o through · ito He gave the following specifi-
cations for .the gravel to b6 used: 
lu Size - A function of the s nd size to be 
screened out 
2o Shape - Spherical is ideal 
3~ Character~ Hard granite-like mate ·ial 
4o Condition - Clean washed and of unifo!'1n 
size 
nuskat ( 5), 1937 11 stated that the ·production 
capacity of a well is very sensitive to the value of the 
permeability of the zone immediately surrounding the w13ll 
boreo If the annular zone adjacent to the well bore has 
a permeability greater than that of the remaining aquif r 
then the production rate of the well will be greater., 
However, these effects do not increase in proportion to 
the radius of the zone of greater permoabilityo 
Bennison (2), 1939)\ stated that the proper well 
screen to use in the construction of a permanent depend-
able well is a more important problem than average 
drillers or users thinko The ideal screen should be 
cheaply and easily constructed of materials that will l ast 
forever and make available all the water in the formation 
with limited drawdown. The important points to remember 
in considering a well screen are: 
lo It is not a strainer to hold out all or· 
a large part of the formation around it, 
but rather it is a stabilizer or device 
to support the water-bearing formation 
during the development and subsequent 
pumpingo 
2o The screen openings should be relatively 
large and based on an intelligent 
interpretation of a sand analysis and 
local ground conditionso 
3o The screen should have as much opening 
and as little blank space as possible in 
order not to shut off the natural openings 
in the water-bearing formationo 
4o If smaller particles are placed in the 
voids between larger particles in the 
formation, there will be a reduction 
in the total volume of open spaceo 
5o The uniformity of grading of the mixture~ 
therefore, is more important from the 
water-yielding standpoint than the size 
of particles themselveso . 
60 Santini ·(7) in a study reported in 1942» 
determined the coefficient of capacity ~f several types 
of well screenso This coefficient of capacity» C8 , · was 
considered to be the area of the slot openings in a screen 
divided by the total area of the outside surface of the 
screen, .both expressed in the same unitso The author 
stated that this coefficient multiplied by the original 
porosity of the aquifer will give the new porosity of the 
aquifero Thus, a screen with a high coefficient is 
desirableo 
The Corps of Engineers (10), 1942, was interest-
ed in the design of drainage wells for aeveral contem-
plated well systems along tp.e Mississippi River leveeso 
An investigation was initiated by them to determine 
design criteria for these dr~inage wellsa To accomplish 
this, field and laboratory . tests were conducted on the 
following four types -of drainage wells: (a) brass well· 
screens» (b) perforated non-metallic pipes with filters ·!) 
(c) porous concrete drain pipes, and (d} gravel-filled 
wellso The tests consisted of determining the discharge 
efficiency of various types of wellsp and the maximum 
slot or mesh size of brass well screen , and the size and 
gradation of gravel filters that will safely drain a 
foundation sando The gravel filter tests consisted of 
placing a filter l! to 2 inches thick of pea gravel around 
a perforated well screen with OolO to Oal5 inch perf o-
rations , and observing t he quantity of mat erial washi ng 
into and through such a f ilt ero 
Probably t he most s i gnif i cant f inding of the 
field investigation was t he successful use of perforated 
or porous nonmetallic pipes as drai nage wellso The 
materials of which the perforated wells wer e const r ucted 
had no effect on their r elative dischar ge efficiencies -
the essential requirements being the proper installation 
of a correctly designed filter around t he pipe and 
sufficient areao 
The criteria used for designing the gravel 
-filters for the perforated pipes were those discussed by 
Taylor (9}o These design criteria were: 
15% size of filter 15% size of filter 
!: 4 to 5 ~ -g"""5_%_s ___ i z_e_o_f_f_o_un_d_a_t_i_on- - ..,..1_5_%-s"""i_z_e-o"""'f __ f_o_u_n..,.d_a_t ___ i o_n 
The validity of these criteria was established in both 
field and laboratory tests. The results of the field and 
laboratory tests indicated little difference in the dis-· 
charge efficiency of new brass screens of the same length 9 
diameter, and with perforations or slots which had not yet 
had an opportunity to corrode or clogo In clean sands 
screen sizes as small as 0.008 inches were not found to 
restrict the flow into the wello 
The results of the tosts on gravel-filled wells 
indicated that wells of this type have a low dis charge 
efficiency. The reason for this was the frictional 
resistance encountered by the water flowing upward t hrough 
the gravel in the well and the resistance encountered in 
flowing to anrl through the relatively few perforat i on~ in 
the casingo 
The effect of friction and velocity head losses 
in the riser and discharge pipes of a well screen in 
reducing its discharge efficiency was demonstrated in the 
field experimentsa Such losses reduce the effective net 
artesian pressure head producing flow and thereby reduce 
the well efficiencyo In general, the inside diameter of 
the riser pipe should be designed so as to prevent the 
creation of excessive friction and velocity head losseso 
The city of Elizabeth, North Carolina (g}, 1944, 
made a specialized study to determine the most effective 
size screen and gravel for its particular uellso The 
city's water supply is obtained from 109 shallow gravel-
~ acl·ed wells in Dismal Swamp., Th~ water table } ... e n. • - · 
inches bE:low ground surface and the ·m·:~-~r-beal"'i g -
mation consists of r"ine sand , therefore it was necu.,.JtE'~' 
to pack the wells 1.-:ith g1~avel., Major troubles in the 
operation of the \tells occurred due to the entrance of 
fine sand into the piping. system and the clogging of the 
well screens., Experiments \..rith several types of grav.el 
packing and differen~G kinds of screens resulted in much 
added knowledge as t o the best ·type of well to build and 
the type of s creen to inst all o I·t; was found that the 
best t ype of screen was a slotted s creen No a 20 
( Oo 020 in.) and the mos t satis f actory size for the grave~ 
pack was f rom 1/16 to 1/8 i n .. in diamet ero 
Statistics compiled by Millis (1) , 1947, show 
that out of 320 wells for which records had been examL~ed> 
285 had been abandonedo Of these 285 abandoned ·wells 280 
had been abandoned because of screen clogging and 
incrustationo 
Summa;a: 
Although irrigation engineers and well dril l ers 
realize that the selection of a proper gravel and slot 
size is a very important factor ~n the constr uct ion of 
gravel-packed wells there have been f~w scientifi c i n ... 
vestigations made to determine the most efficient s i zes o 
Much experience and a knmiledge of previous wells i n t he 
region are ralied on in the selection of proper gravels 
and screenso There is a definite need for information 
on t,he efficiency of :well screens because failure t o 
choose the proper screens with proper gravel will r educe 
the capacity of the well, increase the pumping lift , and 
if too· much sand. is pumped through the perforr4tions it 
may _cause the well to collapse., In each of these an 
economic loss occurso 
The work by the Corps of Engineers seems t o 
corroborate Lehrts findings in 19260 . In ea.ch of t hese 
publications the importan9e of the friction and velocity 
head losses in the riser are . emphasizedo In fact, Lehr's 
findings are based on this being the entire resistance of 
the wello For a new well screen this is probably very 
nearly correct because the loss through the screen will be 
very small., However, Lehr was working with only one 
screen and this screen had an effective slot area equal to 
one-third the entlre surface area of the screen .. This 
should be an efficient screeno Perhaps if a screen with 
fewer perforations had been used and ·greater velocities 
through the perforations had been obtained, the loss 
through the perforations would be significant., The 
presence of a gravel pack around the screen will also 
have a definite effect on the loss throueh the perfo-
rations9 
_9.., 
The Co1·p of Engineers' laboratory tests on 
gravel-filled wells were rather limited in scope and it 
seems that the thickness of the gravel envelope was too 
smallo 
Chapter III 
METHODS Arm MATERIALS 
To find the hydraulic properties of a well 
screen when surrounded by a gravel envelope it is neces-
sary to measure the loss of head, at various discharges, 
through the gravel envelope and through the well screeno 
The method used in setting up the apparatus and obtaining 
the loss of head is discussed in this chapter. The loss 
of head was first measured through each well screen 
operating in clear water with no gravel envelope surround-
ing it. After these data were obtained for each screen 9 
gravel envelopes containing 1 inch, ! inch, and k inch 
gravel were placed around each screen and the resulting 
losses ~r head through the screen and gravel measured at 
various discharges. 
~ screens 
Seven well screens were used in this investiga-
tion. Each screen was 2 .feet in effective length and 1 
foot in nominal diametero Three of the screens, designa-
ted herein as A, B, and C, were made · of bronze and 
had slot openings of 0.040 in., 0.100 in., and 00200 ino 
respectivelyo These screens are constructed in such a way 
that the water openings are continuous slots. Wire of 
triangular cross section is welded to a framework of ribs 
in a spiral manner such that the wire is continuous 
from one end of the screen to the other; The pitch of the 
spiral .determines the width of the slot. The triangular 
shaped wire, having the narrow edge to the inside, gives 
an opening which is V-shaped. This · is a much desired 
characteristic in well screens because any particle which 
is small enough to start through the slot will pass on 
through ito 
Another screen, designated as n,: is construct-
ed of black iron in the same manper as the brorize screens 
A, B, and C except ~hat the wire in this screen is 
"half-round" instead of triangular in cross section. ·The 
slot width in this screen is OolOO ino 
PLATF I . Types of well screens used in tests. 
One - irch g r avel 
Cne- hslf irch srnvel 
One- quarter inch fravel 
PL Tt II . Gravels used in gravel envelopes. 
PLAT lJI . Experimental apparatus for testing well screens. 
Eook gage s appear at upper right, weir box at 
lower left ard the experimental tank is in the 
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Figure 2.- CROSS SECT\ON OF EXPER IMENTAL TA NK 
Two 2,alvan:tzed iron screens designated a. :::=' 
and G, were used o These screens have widths oI' a_ot 
opening of 1/16 in., and 1/8 in. respectivol "· o T:1e 
openings in these screens are punched s lots 3/4 in. long 
and are placed on lt by 1 3/4 ino centerso They are 
punched from the inside to gi ve a V-shaped openingo 
The final screen used in the investigation was 
a wire mesh screen, designated as Eo The openings in 
this screen are 00145 ino square .. This screen was con-
structed in the laboratory by shaping and welding the wire 
mesh into a cylinder of the desired length and diametero 
PLATE Io 
Ph tographs of all the screens are shown in 
Gravel 
The gravel used in each of the gravel packs 
contained particles that were approximately the same sizeo 
No t ests were run wi"i~h envelopes containing a gra.dat ion 
of particle sizes. Each screen was tested with envelopes 
of three different eravelso · ·The particle sizes used , as 
mentioned before, were 1 in., ! in., and~ inc River-bed 
gravel was used because this gravel has been subjected to 
erosion which tends to round off the sharp·corners leaving 
the gravel more or .less spherical in shapeo 
. · The ·1 in. gravel passed a li ino sieve and was 
hold on al in. sieve. The i in. gravel passed a 5/S ino 
sieve and was held on a 3/8 in. sieve. The f; in. gravel 
passed a i in. sieve and was held on a~ iii~ sieveo 
Photographs of the three sizes of gravel are shown in 
PLATE II., 
General arrangement .Q! appar~ 
A photograph of ~he equipment used in making the 
tests is shown in PLATE IIIo A schematic diagram appears 
in Fig. 1. The equipment was installed in a recirculating 
pump system.. The wat_er was pumped · through an 8 inch pipe 
to the apparatus by a turbine pump. It then passed, by 
gravity flow, through the well screen and the weir box . 
into the return channelo The return channel, be·ing 
connected to the pump sump, completed the circuito 
The tank which housed the well screens was 7! ft o 
in diameter and 6 fto in deptho To maintain a cons·tant 
depth in the· tank two overflow pipes 4 inso . in dj,ameter 
were placed upright on either side of the tank at a height 
of 5 fto from th~ tank floor as shown in Figc 2. This 
5 ft. depth was maintained for all testso 
flook y agcs 
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Figu r e 4. - PIE ZOME T ER POSITIONS WI Ti-i GRAVE L PACK 
The 2-fto ,-.re11 screen' had to be oxt,Gn ed to 
slightly over 5 ft .. in order to utilize the 5 ft. . .. depth 
in the tanko This was accomplished in screens· A, B, Gs 
D, and E by fittinft a length of 10 in pipe to encL 
end' of the \fell scroeno This could be done in t ese 
screens because they are constructed with pipe couplings 
at either end. The photograph of screen E, PLATE I, 
shows this extension. In screens F and G this ex-
tension was accor.iplished by fitting a length of well , 
casing on either end of the s rcen. This slip joint n1s 
sealed with tar to prevent leakage. These extensions of 
the various screens ·were arranged so that the perforated 
section of each screen occupied the same relative position 
:n the tank. The bottom of the perforated section was 
approximately 12 ino from the bottom of the tank in each 
case. 
The well screen and fittings were held in place 
over the outlet in the ~nter of the tank with a sc.1ew 
jacl: operating through a 6 by 6 . in. timber as sho\o:m in 
Fig. 2. The timber was attached firmly to the tank with 
L-shaped· clamps on each end. To prevent leakage a 3/4 in 
rubber gasket was placed between the end of the screen 
and the floor of the tanko 
A 4-mesh wire cloth screen 30 ino in diameter 
and 6 ft. in leneth was placed around the well !.?Cre~n 
This: was used as an outside boundary for the eravel 
envelope. A 9-ino gravel envelope was thus obtained in 
the annular ·space between the 12 in. well screen and the 
JO in. wire mesh screenc Although serving no purpose 
this screen was in place during the tests in \-Jhich no 
gravel envelopes were usedo 
Piezometer arrangement 
The arrangement of the piezometers f.or the tests 
on the screens t1ith no gravel pack surrounding then:. is 
sho\'m in Fig. 3. Hook gage No c l measured the he .. 1 d of 
water in the tank outside the well screeno Hook gages 
No's.,2 and 3 measured the head inside the well screen 
at the bottom and top of the screen respectively. The 
difference between the heads outside and inside the wr:dl . 
screen ·is the loss through the screeno 
The piezometer arrangement~ for measuring the 
losses with a gravel pack around the screen is shmm. in 
Fig ... 4.., In this case hook gage Noo 1 measured the head of 
water outside the gravel packo Hook gages Nos. 2 and 3 
again measured the head inside the well screen. Hook 
e;ages No ' s . 4, 5 and 6 measured the head just outside 
the scr een in the positions shown o The loss of head 
through the s creen in this case was taken as ·the differ 
ence between the head measu1;..ed at Noo 2 and the average 
of the heads measured at No'sc 4 and 60 The loss through 
the gravel envelope was ·taken as the difference between 
the head measured at Noo 1 and the average of No's 4 and 
60 Hook gage Noo 5 measured the head outside and midway 
along the screeno The readings of thi.s gaee .were affected 
by the velocities encountered there, and for this reason 
were not used in the analysis of the resultso 
Each hook gage was e quipped with a vernier t'lhich 
read to one one-t housandth of a footo In reading the hook 
gages the nearest five ten-thousandths was estimated o To 
reduce error each hook gage was read five times and the 
average of these five values was used in computi.ng the 
head losseso 
The hook gages were all installed on a platform 
anchored to a firm concrete foundationo This platform was 
in no way connected to the tank structureo This elimi-
nated the possibility of settlement of the tank affecting 
the zero reading;of the hook gagesc · 
Installation .2,!: ~ gravel packs 
Uniform compaction of the gravel envelopes was 
necessary in order to obtain co~parable resultso To 
acconfplish this each gravel pack was placed a.round the 
well screen while the tank was full of watero The gravel 
was poured in at the water surfa~~ ·in small increments to 
reduce the possibility of stratificationn When the 
annular space between the well screen and the thirty-inch 
wire mesh screen was filled with gravel, the wire mesh 
screen was given six blows with a hammer at each quarter 
point to compact the gravelo It seems logical that if the 
loss of head through a given size of gravel pack was ·the 
same for each screen then the co.mpaction was uniformo 
These losses were measured and appear to be fairly 
constant. 
The well screen, once installed in the experi-
mental tank, remained there until tests had been completed 
on all three sizes of gravel p~cks. Upon completion of 
tests with one size of gravel, the tank was drained and 
the new pack was placed around the screen after the old 
pack had been removedo The well screen was held rigidly 
in place during this operation by the screw jacko 
Discharge measurement 
Discharge measurements were made with a cali-
brated 900 v-notch weir set in the end of a weir box which 
was 6 fto long, 3 fto 2 ino wide and· 2 fto 6 ino deepo To 
quiet the flow in the weir box a lattice type baffle was 
installeq 5 fto upstream from the weiro The depth of flQw 
o~J'Bl" t,hc 1 ,iei"' \Jaf, m,:,a::::ured 1.i'~h a h:m'r r_-:;:~c::;c ;frlC>SC C··.:;nn ct-
ion to the i..oir box was 3 ft c upstream from the ·.veir i> 
The discharges at ~1ich the various lossos were 
measured were 0012 5, 0.250, 0.500, l.OOJ, 1.500P and 
2.000 c . f . sa For plotting purposes ench discharge ~as 
divided by the effe ctive len~th of scroon to :ive all 
dischar;r,es in c.foSo per foot of well screen .. 
'fo observe the effe ct of the lengt h of screen 
on the losses , screens A, Bt D, and E were tested 
i·15.th 3 in. , 6 in ., and 24 i n . of screen exposed. 'r:hese 
diffe r ent l engths of s creen were obtained by wrappin:~ all 
but the desired lenr,th of the screen with sheet rubber. 
Chapter IV 
,UJALYSI S OF DATA 
There are a nur.iber of fa ctors whi ch affect the 
hydr aulic efficien cy of well screens. From the nechmiics 
of flow it seems evident that t here must be s ome relation 
between screen coefficient and t he loss of he ad throur;h 
the screeno The screen coefficient may be de fined as tie 
perforated area rlivided by.the total surface a r ea of t he 
screen, the quantity being expressed as a percentageo 
Other factors that may be significant include 
the effect of a gravel pack surrounding the screen , the 
effect of the length of screen, and the effect of gravel 
size. There are undoubtedly other factors such as shape 
of slot oponin.3, mineral content of the water, temperature 
of the water, and material from which the screen is 
constructed which affect the efficiency of the scr(wn when 
installed in a 11ell. However, the effect of these fac t ors 
was beyond the scope of this study so they were mainta i ned 
as "constant" quantitieso 
Relationship between screen coefficient$ C
5
, ~!!£ 1illt 
loss of head through the screen 
The screen coefficient was deterr1ined for each 
screen and the values are as follows: 
Screen 1\ • • • • • .. 31 .. 5<JJ~ 
Screen B. • • • • • " 53. 59~~ Screen C • • .. • .. • 69. 78~~ 
Screen D • • • • • • 21.107~ 
0 tit O O ~ 
~:i c1'eon F .. .., ... 
Sere en G- " o .. o O 0 
In Fig. 5 the relationship between these 
coefficients and the loss of head at various discharges 
has been plot edo These losses are those tha.t were 
rrieasured while the screen 1,ia.s operating ,1ith no e;r-a 01 
pack surroundine; it., The figure shows that when the 
coefficient is about 15% or greater, it has little or no 
effect on the loss of head through the screena However, 
there is a slight decrease in the loss of head betvrecn 
coefficient values of from 20 to JO;t Below 15% there is. 
a sharp rise in the loss of .head as the coefficient 
decreasesc 
The losses for these screens when surrounded 
by gravel envelopes of 1-inch, 1/2-inch and 1/4winch 
gravel are shown in figures 5\a), 5(b) and 5.(c). 
1l1hese curves reveal the same trends as those for the 
screens without gravel envelopes except that the 
sharp increase in losses occurs nearer to coefficient 
20 than to 150 Furthermore, the curves indicate that 
the increase in the losses occurs at increasingly 
higher screen coefftcien-cs as the size of the gravel· 
decreases . This trend is to be expected because the 
smaller gravel obstructs more of the openings than the 
larger graveln · · 
It appears that if a screen has sufficient 
perforated area the loss of head i.s prac·tically inde-
pendent of the shape of the openingso This area must. b 
at least 15% of the total area -for the higher d iscku:-i.rgeso 
Hmvever, for discharees as low as 0.125 cfs per f t o the 
minimum coefficient can be as low .as 5% and show no g;reo. .,-
er loss than a screen with a higher coeffici.ent .. 
Thts phenomenon can be expla:tned b the fac- · 
that. when a sC!reen has sufficient perforated area there 
is very little loss of head in passing the water through 
the slot openings . Practically- all the measured loss of 
head is due to the loss :tnside t,he well screen. Each 
jet of water must be turned through 900 and in so 
doing a.n energy· loss occu s o This loss of head is 
practically the same fol," all screens having a C5 ·value 
abo,,e 15~& 
. 
\'/hen the C value for a screen becomes les"'l 
than 15~~ the loss of ~ead through the slots becomes 
significant as is demonstrated by the rise in the currca 
of Fig 5o The water must pass through the slots a.ta 
greater velocity because of the reduced perforated areao 
If this velocity is great enough a significant loss is 
likely to occuro Perhaps_the loss of head inside the; 
screen becomes greater alsoo \1itD. increased velo~ity the 
mc,mentum of the jets is increased ,q.nd a greater amount of 
~ I 
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Fi ~ . 5.--Loss of head in relation to screen coefficient~ 
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energy is dissipated in ctefle c:tine tre jets throu2>n 9000 
The turbulence also increaseso 
The decrease in the loss of head for screens 
having coefficients between 20 and J~~ seems contrary to 
hydraulic conceptso It seems that if the per forated area 
increases then the loss of ·head should decreaseo However, 
it must be rer.1embered that the screens used in this in-
vestigation did not all hav~ the same shape of perfo ... 
rationso Therefore there must be a shape factor that 
affects the loss of head through the screeno Screens D 
and E, which show this decrease in loss of head» have 
slot openings that are similar i n shape in that the 
obstructed portion of the screens consist of round or 
half r ound wireso Evidently less loss occurs in pass-
ing the water through such an openingo 
Effect .Qf gravel Qack .Q!! ~ head losses 
The effect of the vari ous gravel packs on the 
head losses was measured for each s creeno These measured 
losses i ncl ude only· the loss of head through the screen 
and in the pipeo The losses through the gravel packs idll 
be discussed l atero The reading taken at hook ga~e No., 2 
was used as the head inside the screen because this gage 
recorded the loss due to turbul ence inside the screen as 
well as the loss of head through the s lot openingso 
Figures 6-12 have been plotted showing the relationship 
between the head losses throu8h the screens and the dis-
char~e per foot of screeno Each fieure represents one 
screen with the curves being plotted for the follmdng 
conditions: 
2 . 
The screen operating in clear water t:ith 
no gravel pack sur roun<lin~ it., 
The screen ope r ating wi th a 9-inch gravel 
pack of 1 ino gr avel surrounding ito 
The screen operating with a 9-inch gravel 
pack of 1/2 in ., gravel surroundille i t .. 
The screen operating with a 9-inch gravel 
pa ck of 1/4 ino gravel surroundi ng i t ~ 
The curves show that, for every s cr een , the 
loss of head increases as the discharge increaseso 7he 
gravel packs have the effect of increas i ng this l oss of 
head throu.eh the screen, with the 1/4 ino gr avel causing 
the greatest loss and t he 1 i n~ gr avel the l easto The 
losses appear to be approximately the same for al l the 
screens with the exception of screens F and Go I n 
these screens a greater loss of head occurs in all cases ., 
These are the screens in which the area of slots was le s s 
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'fhe fact that the loss of head increases with 
discharge is self-evide.nt., The r;reater the quantity of 
water going 'Ghrough a screen the greater iG tLe velocity 
and hence the greater the loss that occurso The loss o.f 
head is similar to the friction loss in pipes in that it 
varies approximately as the square of the discharge., 
The gravel packs surrounding the screens have 
the effect of increasing the losses., The gravel pRrt:i.cles 
become arranged next to the perforations iri such a way 
that the effective slot area is reducedo The larger 
gravel particles have larger pore spaces than the smaller 
gravels do and therefore they do not decrease the area nor 
increase tl1e loss as much., This effect of decreasing the 
area decrease.a the Cs value of a screen. This reduction 
is apparently to a value lower than 15% because of the 
increased loss it causeso The smaller gravel particles 
decrease the coefficient more than the larger ones doo 
The reason the loss of head at various dis-
charges is approximately the same for all screens except 
screens F and G (Figs. 6-10) is that these screens all 
have 05 values above 155'~ and tlte major portion of the 
loss i.s occurring inside the screen and is equal in each 
screen. This criterion apparently holds even though the 
screens have a gravel pack surrounding them because the 
losses with gravel packs are also approximately the same 
for each of these screens0 
Screens F and G show a greater loss 
(Figs. 11:-12) ·because these screens have a C5 value much 
lower than 15% and therefore a large percentage of the 
loss can be credited to the loss of head in passing 
through the slot openingse In fact, the loss through 
these screens wittl no gravel pack surrounding them is 
practically as much as the loss through the other screens 
when surrounded by tlie 1/4 in. gravel pack., 
Effect of length of screen 
The next step in the investigation was to 
measure the losses of head at various discharges for 
different effective lengths of the sercensn The effect 
of t he length variation is show11 in Figs .. 13-16 which 
have been plotted for the following conditions: 
1 .. The sc~een operating with twenty-four 
inches effective length <> 
2 ., The screen operating with six inches 
effective lengtho 
3.-. The screen operating with three inches 
effective length~ 
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Fig. 13.--Summary of head losses for various lengths of screen B. 

































Fig. 17.--Summary of head losses through gravel packs. 
The lot sos 1,,vere nil-.:k'.SUI ed while t 13 sc .P: s , t..: 
operating with no gravel pack surrounding thorn<> · 'he 
figures show that as the length of screen is increased the 
loss of head is also increasedo 
It has been pointed out that practically all t he 
loss of head in these screens is due to the loss occurring 
inside the screen .. If this is the case, then the loss 
could be expected to tncrease with effective length of 
screeno However the loss inside the screen does not vary 
directly as the length because as the length is increased 
the total discharge through the screen is increased even 
though the discharge per foot remains the sameo This :tn-
crease in total discharge greatly increases the velocity 
which results in an increased loss of heado 
It can be seen from the curves that. for an 
equal discharge through the screen the loss increases as 
the length decreaseso The reason for this is that ~tl1en 
the length of screen is decreased then the velocity 
through the perforations must increase to maintain the 
same discharge., When this velocity .becomes great enough 
the loss through the slot openings becomes significanto 
Loss of .hfil!S! through grave~ 
Figure 17 shows the loss of head through each 
size of gravel pack at the various dischargeso For each 
size of gravel these losses were actually m~asured seven 
times for each discharge. The average of these seven 
losses has been used in the curve, with bars above and be-
low the points to represent the extent of variationo 
The loss of head increases as the discharge 
increases as could be expectedo The loss of head t hrough 
the gravel varies approximately inversely as the size of 
gravelo In other words, the loss through the 1/2 ino 
gravel is about twice the loss through the 1 in. gravel 
and the loss throue;h the 1/4 ino gravel about 4 times that 
value9 These losses are quite small when compared with 
the screen losses~ 
The reason the losses increase as the gravel 
size decreases is that, even though the porosity may be 
approximately the same for all three sizes, the size of 
opening is considerably smaller in the 1/4 in. gravel and 
therefore there is a greater total surface area which 
increases the frictiono 
Summary 
The analysis of data may be summarized as 
follows : 
lo The loss of head through a well screen 
increases with dischargeo 
2 Gravel packs surroundint~ a screen have t.11·a 
cf.feet of increasing head losses through 
t he s creen. o 
.3o The los s through the screen i ncreases as 
the size of gravel in the grave l pack 
decreaseso 
4o Length of screen has a definite effe ct on 
, losses. through a screeno . For t he same 
discharge per foot of screen head l osses 
decrease as leng,'th of screen decreaseso 
5o The losses through all well screens tested. 
were apnroxirnately the same provided t hey · 
had at least 157~ of their surface 
perforatedo ' 
60 For screens that had less than about 15% 
perforation the loss of head increased 
rapidly as the perforated area was decreased o 
7., The losses through the gravel pack are 
quite insienificant \then considered in t he 




The data obtained in answering all the problems 
stated in the problem analysis seem to agree with the work 
of Lehr (4:50) and the Corps of Engineers (9:5) ·in that 
the loss of head through a well screen is <l i vided int'o t~wo 
parts .. The p;reater part of the total loss of head in a 
well screen is due to the friction and 'Velocitv head loss 
inside the screen o The water pa~ses through the slot · 
openings rather freely and little loss of head occurs ~ 
but in turning the jets of water through 900 and pulling 
the water up through the well screen a significant loss 
of head occurs ., If a screen has sufficient perforated 
opening this loss is practically the total loss for the 
well screen .. Evidently Lehr (4} was justified in 
neglecting the loss of head through the screen slots., 
f"iowever, tho screen must have sufficient perforated area 
for this to be true., If the perforated area is less than 
about 15~~ of t he total area,' the loss of head through 
the perforations beco:;9-es significanto Uhen the C5 
value is less than 15~ for a screen the water must pass 
through the slot..., at a high velocity and the f'rl,.; 
i:c. the slot alone is perhaps as great as the loss ins.i.rAQ 
the screeno Of course, some of th~ increased loss in 
these screens can be credited to the loss inside the 
screen because the greater velocities through the slots 
effect a greater momentum change in turning the jets. 
It appears from Fig. 5 that if a screen has 
sufficient perforated area, above 15%, the loss of head 
is practically independent of the shape of the slot 
openings . However, a shape factor cannot be neglected 
because there is a slight decrease in the loss ·of head 
between coefficient values of 20 and 30~L The screens 
used in this investi~ation which showed this decrease in 
loss hc,1d different shaped openings than the ·other screens. 
The wires in these screens were round or half-round in ... · 
stead of V-shapede Evidently a rounded slot edge is 
desirable to decrease the head losseso 
Surrounding the well screen with a gravel pack 
causes an increased loss of head through the screen. This 
is due to the fact that the gravel, being adjacent to the 
perforations, causes a reduction in the · perforated areao 
This reduction naturally causes an increased velocity 
through the remaining area which produces a greater losso 
Head losses increas~ as the size of gravel particles in 
the pack decrease o The size of pores in the pack vary 
directly as the size of the particl~, therefore the small-
er gravel causes a e;reater reductio'n in the effective 
screen areao 
In choosing the gravel for a gravel _pack in a 
well the first consideration is t hat the gravel will not 
allow passage of fine material from the -water-bearing 
formation into t he wello The l argest size possible should 
be chosen for this because the head losses decrease as the 
part i cle s ize increaseso After the proper size of gravel 
has been decided upon the screen to be used should h9ve 
the largest slot openings possible that will not .allow t he 
gravel particles to enter the well. This will insure, 
over a period of years. maximum pumping capacity with a 
minimum of head loss through the screen, because 
encrustation and clogging of the slots will not affect the 
losses until the coefficient - is -reduced to l ess than 15%0 
<" l • 
In this study the maxim~ discharge per foot of 
screen used was much greater than could be expected in the 
field. However, using such a discharge aided in determin-
ing the general shape of the curves_o By using large dis-
charges per foot of screen ·gfeq.ter losses were obtained 
than are practical because the discharge is above the 
practical. range. However, the length of screen used was 
short.er than would naturally be ,~:,q,ected in the field and 
it has been sho,m that for the '·'.~~irle discharge per foot of 
screen the loss of head increase\f··as the length of screen 
increase so 
i·t must be 
than ·those 
in lengtho 
So in using these curven for a.n ac ·ur.l v:e l l 
remembered that the losses ~:ill be i,;re&ter 
shm·ln if the · screen is greater than,_ 'Gwo fof1t 
It must be rememt3red also that in this study 
only the loss of head throueh well screens has been 
consideredo The loss of head is only one of the many 
factors to be considered in choosing the proper type of 
well screen. Other considerations to be remembered are: 
lo The screen must be r.i.ade of non-corrosive 
material if it is to have long lifeo 
2 o The SGreen must be structurally st~rong 
enough to prevent collapseo 
3o. The cost of the screen must be acceptableo 
. 4., The screen openings and gravel pack must 
be such that the well will not pump sand 
from the water-bearing formationc 
Considering _all of these factors possibly some of the 
screens found efficient with respect to the head losses 
would not prove so efficient in the fieldo As an example, 
screen E showed no greater loss than screens . A, B, 
and c, however the openings in this screen are such that 
they could · clog·if subjected to fine enough gravels" 
Also, it.is believed that thiff screen would. not be very 
strong structurallyo It certainly could not be driven 
into an aquifer-o 'l'his screen would corrode much faste:r 
than the bronze screenso 
In this study the ·otal screen :1:,osves were 
measuredo · There was no attempt to separate the loss · 
through the slot· openings from the loss occ1. r::i:•ing inside 
the screeno A supplemental study to determine the oss of 
head through various slot sizes and shapes ,:,;ould make it 
possible to determine what portion of the total loss could 
be attributed to the screen slots .. This study could be 
made quite ensily by tak:i.ng a flat sectio~ of well scree ~ 
and mensurin~ t11e loss of head throu,gh it at various 
discharge s o 
It is sug.sested that 'Ghe problem be extended 
further to inclu' e the effect of placing a sand format ion 
outside th gravel pack., This study ..,.,ould provide much 
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losses, the am6tmt of sand pumped throue;h the gravel ;,ack 
and screen could be measured.. · This is an import:.mt 
problem in selectine a well screen., Different sizes of 
sands ~·ould be used 'i.rith seve:cal sizes of gravel packs to 
determine the most effective size of gravel pack for each 
· sand sizeo Also, a graded gravel pack could be installed 
to see what effect th~t has on preventing sand flowo 
In this study only ·one thickness of gravel pack 
was usedo Perhaps other thicknesses should be investigat-
ed and especially so if a study is to be made with sand 
surrounding the gravel packso 
This thesis represents a study of only seven 
well screenso It would be interesting to extend the study 
-to include many other types of well screens to see if the 
curves of Figo 5 hold true for themo Perhaps it would be 
found that a shape factor- has a greater effect on the 
screen losses than has· been shown by this study., 
Chapter VI 
SUMMARY 
Irrigation engineers and well drillers have 
long been faced with the problem of selecting the proper 
type of well screen to install in any parti.cular wello 
They realize that the selection of a screen with proper 
slot openings i ·s a very important factor in the . construct-
ion of a wello Few scientific investigations _have been 
made to determine the most efficient size and type of well 
screen to installo Much experience and a knowledge of 
previous wells in the region are relied on in the select-
ion of a well screeno · 
This study has attempted to answer one phase of 
the problem. The .loss of head at various discharges 9 
has been measured through seven well screens- This has 
been done ·with the well sere.en operating in clear water 
with no eravel pack surrounding it, operating with a 
gravel pack containing 1 inu gravel, a gravel pack 
containing 1/2 ino gravel and one containing 1;4 ino 
gravelo The effect of the length of well screen on the 
losses was also measuredo · 
The head losses wer~ m~asured by placing piezo-
meters ·both inside and outside the well screenso The 
difference . in hef!.d between the piezometers gave the loss 
of head through the screen. · The piezometric heads were 
measured with hook gageso The losses wer·e measured with 
various di~charges ~oing through the scr~e~sw A 90° 
V-notch weir was utilized to measur~ the dischargeso 
• 
22.,_, 
It was found that the lo.Sb of head through a · 
well s:r~::en . incre~ise~ as the discharge ·.ncrea"'eso Gravel 
packs surrounding a screen have the effect of increasing 
the head losses through ito This loss decreased as the 
size of gravel in the pack increasedo The total loss or 
head due to a well screen consists of two :pnrt.so There 
is a loss of head occurring through the slot openings and 
also a loss of head which can .be attributed to turbulence 
and friction inside the well screeno This latter loss is 
much the greater if the screen has sufficient perforated 
area per foot of lengtho In factt the loss of head 
through the slot openings is quite insignificant until the 
perforated area becomes less than 15% of the total surface 
areao 
Decreasing the length of well screen has the 
effect of decreasing the head losses if the discharge per 
foot of screen is held constanto 
The head losses through the gravel packs 1rrere 
found to be quite· small when compared to the total loss 
through t he well .screen~ 
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Table lo-SUMMARY OF HJ:AD LOSSES FOR SCREEN A 
LOSSES 
Through Sere en Through Gravel 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto Fto cfs/fto 
No gravel pack 
35 000030 000020 Oo06.3 . 
34 . 000070 0~0020 0 .. 124 
33 000250 0~0022 00250 
32 0.0940 0~0030 00497 
31 0.2110 OoOOJO 0;751 
30 003740 000042 loOOO 
One-inch gravel pack 
314 0 .. 0046 OoOOJO -0 .. 0015 0.063 
315 0.0116 0.0051 -000011 0~125 
316 000368 0 .. 0099 -000014 Ob250 
317 0.1217 0~0273 0~0000 0.,493 
31g 0.2737 000544 0;0025 0~745 
319 0114918 000911 000057 0 .. 995 
One-half inch gravel pack 
320 0.0065 0~0045 000005 0 ,, 063 
321 0.0190 0~0119 0~0011 Ool25 
322 0.0608 000343 0~0028 0 .. 251 
323 0.1971 Ool00.5 0.0095 00495 
324 004224 0~2009 000172 00744 
325 . 007487 0.3442 000239 00992 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
, 326 0~0115 000080 0 0 0000 00062 
327 0 .. 0309 0.0230 0.0012 0~125 
328 0 .. 0922 0.0642 o,,ooia 0 .. 249 
329 Ou2872 001875 ·0<>01 9 0;49g 
3-30 0.,5993 0.3738 0~0306 0~74$ 
331 loOJOg 006232 0.0360 00994 
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Table 20-..SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSSES FOR SCRimN B 
LOSSES 
Through Sere en Through Gravel 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto Fto cfs/fto 
No gravel pack 
55 000019 0 ... 0020 00063 
56 000065 000015 OQ125 
57 0 .. 0260 000024 0.249 
5$ 0.0990 000014 0<>493 
59 0.2210 0~0015 0.747 
60 0.3962 0.,0008 00996 
One-inch gravel pack 
309 000033 0 .. 0013 -000011 0 .. 062 
304 000091 000033 -0.0003 0 .. 125 
)05 0.0329 0.0083 -0.0002 0.248 
306 0 .. 1225 0 .. 0255 000025 0.496 
307 0.2763 0~0511 0.0049 0 .. 747 
308 004954 0.0867 0.,0062 1~002 
One-half inch gravel pack 
296 I 000066 000043 OQOOOO 0 .. 063 
297 0 .. 0181 0 .. 0111 000009 Oc125 
298 0.0599 000337 0 .. 0021 0~250 
299 0.1984 0.099$ 000106 Oo49$ 
300 004271 0 .. 2011 0.0179 0 .. 749 
301 0.7485 003373 0.0271 0~999 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
289 0.0104 000092 000012 0 .. 062 
290 0~0280 0~0220 .0.0030 Ool26 
291 0.0837 000578 0.0063 0.252 
292 0.,2719 0.1704 Oo0lg8 o~.1,.99 
293 0 .. 5585 003324 0.0331 00749 
294 009716 0 .. 5603 0 .. 0494 loOOl 
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Table 3 o --S UM'MARY OF HEAD LOOSES FOR SCREEN C 
LOSSES 
Through Screen Through Gravel 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Ft .. Fto cfs/ft., 
No gravel pack 
5 000020 OoOOOO 00062 
4 000060 000010 0.123 
7 000250 OoOOOO 00246 
9 000960 -000010 0.492 g 0.2190 -0~0010 00744 
10 0.4000 OoOOOO 0.992 
One-inch gravel pack 
266 0.,0022 000032 -000002 0~062 
267 o .. om!J 0 .. 0025 -0.0001 Ool22 
26a 0.0325 000084 000005 00249 
.269 0.1172 0.0252 0~0031 00494 
270 0 .. 2669 0.0522 0.0060 00749 
271 0.4651 0.0869 o.oog1 0.988 
One-half inch gravel pack 
273 0.0068 0.0048 000012 00062 
274 000190 0.0125 000022 Ool23 
275 000640 000370 000033 o .. 25i 276 0~2062 0.106$ OoOlll 0.,49 
277 Ooq,377 0.2133 O.OH!4 00745 
278 0~7555 003565 0.0278 0.992 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
280 0 .. 0115 000095 000015 00061 
281 000315 0.0250 Oa0034 00125 
282 0.0932 000682 000067 00248 
283 002987 002015 0 .. 0182 00489 
284 006063 0.3940 0.0326 00727 
2g5 lo0561 006645 000468 0.9$6 
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Table 4o -....SillJIITARY OF HEAD LOS~rcs FOR b cru;BI,J D 
LOSSES 
Through Screen Through Gravel 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto Fto cfs/fto 
No gravel pack 
H!J 0.0020 -000002 0.061 
H!2 000061 -000004 Ool23 
181 0.0230 0.,0002 0.250 
lSO 0~0913 000023 00500 
179 002042 000053 0.750 
178 0.3681 000101 l oOOO 
One-inch gravel pack 
346 OoOOlS -0.0007 0.0002 0.063 
347 0.0078 0.0008 000007 00125 
34$ 0.,0324 0.0093 OoOOll 00247 
349 Ool266 0.0376 000045 0.501 
350 0.,2848 o •. oso1 0 .. 0070 0.7~9 351 0.,4901 0.1365 000106 0.9 1 
One-half inch sravel pack 
340 0.0053 0.0053 0.0007 0 .. 062 
341 0.0181 0.0124 0 .. 0019 0 .. 126 
342 0.0594 0.0366 0.0042 00250 
343 0.2029 0.1108 0 .. 0116 00501 
344 0.432s 0.2251 0.0189 00746 
345 0.7609 0.3868 OoOJJO 0.996 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
J34 0.0120 0.0100 OoOOOO 0.062 
335 0.0288 000218 000029 0.125 
336 0.0899 0.0649 0.0075 0.250 
337 0.2872 0.1951 000190 0'0501 
338 0.6036 0.394g 000340 0.750 
339 100418 006678 000575 1.000 
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Table 5o--SUMJ:.lfARY OF HEAD LOSSES FOH. SCREEN E 
LOSSES 
Through Screen Through Gravel 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Ft. Ft~ Fto cfs/fto 
No gravel ·pack 
225 000015 00000$ 00062 
22h 0.0062 -0.0003 0.125 
223 01>0230 -0~0005 0.;250 
222 0.0907 -0~0007 00499 
221 0 .. 2045 -0.0006 0~750 
220 0.3650 -000006 0 .. 999 
One-inch gravel pack 
)60 Oo.0039 , OoOOOJ -000013 0.063 
355 0.0102 000022 -0.0012 Ool24 
)56 0 .. 0315 000063 0.0022 0 .. 251 
1;i Ooll57 0 .. 0192 000061 0.503 . 0.2534 0.0387 0.0099 0~750 
359 004297 0.0626 0 .. 0129 0.973 
One-half inch gravel pack 
370 000047 0.0037 -0.0007 0 .. 062 
5gg 0 .. 0162 0 .. 0102 0 ... 0001 Oal25 000544 0~0295 0.0025 0 .. 252 
365 0.1$79 0.0902 0.0105 Oa501 
366 o .. ~090 0.1853 0.0216 Oo-751 
367 Oo 908 0~3025 0.0323 0 .. 982 
One-quarte~ inch gravel pack 
. 
371 00010$ OoOOSS 0.0012 0.064 
)72 0.0288 0~0226 0<10032 0.125 
373 000875 000630 0 .. 0075 Oa249 
374 002766 0 .. 1841 0 .. 0119 0~500 
375 0.,5852 Oa3714 o~.0411 0.750 
376 009950 Oo6llZ. Oo060J 0 .. 99$ 
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Table 60--SUMMARY OF HZAD LOSSES FOR SCimEN F 
LOSSES 
Through Sere en Throue;h Gravel 
Obs. Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Dis charge 
Fto Ft-o Fto · cfs/ft o 
No gravel pack 
406 0.0116 000076 0 .. 062 
407 0.0465 000406 0.,123 
408 0 .. 1903 0 .. 174 00247 
409 0.7027 0 .. 6495 0,,489 
410 1.6086 1 .. 1715 0 .. 737 
Max. capacity 
One-inch gravel pack 
395 0~0145 0.,0138 0 .. 0014 0.062 
396 0.0562 0 .. 0527 0.0004 . 0.123 
397 0~2319 0.2161 0.0002 0 .. 248 
39g 0.9521 0 .. 8936 0.0017 o .. i93 
399 2.6697 1.es54 0 .. 0937 o .. 85 
Max. capacity 
One-half inch gravel pack 
400 0 .. 0193 o.011e 0.0017 0 .. 062 
401 0.0708 0.0667 0 .. 0023 Ool22 
402 0.2725 0.2595 0.0025 00245 
403 lo076g 1.0084 0 .. 0082 o .. ~91 
404 2.0567 1 .. 8854 0 .. 0096 o .. 47 
Max., capacity 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
412 000270 0~0243 0.0020 0~062 
413 0.0945 0~0890 0.0025 0.123 
41~ 0~3755 0.3564 0.0060 o.-.25g 41 l.315E! lol755 0.,0162 0 .. 483 
Mctx. capacity 
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Table 7 o--SUl'IMAUY OF HEAD LOOSES FOR SCRCEII G 
LOSSES 
Through Screen Through Gravel 
Obs. No. Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto Fto cfs/ft() 
No gravel .pack 
254 0.0033 000014 0.061 
253 0.0137 0.0091 Ool22 
252 0.0571 000406 0"2~4 251 0.2283 0.1617 0.4 9 
250 0.5170 Oo366J 0.735 
249 009150 006572 0.980 
One-inch gravel pack 
389 0 .. 0046 0.0031 0.0009 0.061 
390 0.0191 0.0151 000011 Ool22 
391 0.0798 0.0628 0.0022 .0.247 
392 0.2997 o .. 233g 0.0040 0.,492 
393 o.6739 0.5254 000048 0.734 
394 1.2096 0.9465 0.,0055 0.983 
· One-half inch gravel pack 
383 0.0107 0.0087 0.0022 0 .. 061 
384 000345 0.0300 0.0023 0.122 
385 0 .. 1258 0.1077 0 .. 0028 0.247 
386 0.4609 0;3919 ·0.0091 0.488 
387 1..0225 9~8675 0.0154 0.731 
388 1.1569 0.9802 0.0156 0.774 
Max. capacity 
One-quarter inch gravel pack 
377 0.0172 0.0161 000022 0.062 
378 0.0562 0.0517 Oa002i 0.123 
379 0.1910 0.1745 0.005 0.2li-6 
380 o.6785 0.611s 000167 00487 
381 ·l.5104 1.3958 0.0238 0.732 
Max. capacity 
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Table 80--SUMr.rli1.RY OF HEAD LOSSES FOR V.t\HIOUS LENGTHS 
OF SCHEEN B 
LOSSES THROUGH SCREEN 
Obso NO ·o Lower Gage Upper Gage Discha.rge 
Fto Fto cfs/ft G 
Twenty-four inch length 
55 000019 0 •. 0020 00063 
56 000065 0.0015 0 .. 125 
57 0.0260 000024 00249 58 0.0~10 0.0014 00493 59 Oo2 0 0.0015 00747 
60 003962 o.ooo~ 0,,996 
Six-inch length 
159 000006 OoOOOO o.·094 
160 0~0025 0.0005 00250 
161 0000$5 0 .. 0015 00499 
162 0.0325 000045 0.,994 
163 0.1300 0.0183 1.989 
164 002875 0.0425 2.999 
165 Oa5217 0.,0762 J .. 998 
Three-inch .length 
151 000011 000004 00196 
152 0.00~7 0.0017 00504 
153 0.01 0 0.0065 1.005 
154 0,,0668 0.0287 20004 
155 0.2532 0 .. 1119 30969 
157 0.5718 0.2559 5.990 
158 loOl.,41 004609 7.940 
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Table 9o - -SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSSES FOH VAIUOU0 LENGTHS 
-OF SCREEN A 
LOSSES THROUGH SCREEN 
Obso Noa Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto cfs/ft9 
Twenty-four inch length 
35 000030 0.0020 0 ., 063 
34 0.,00~0 0 .. 0020 00124 
33 Oo02 0 000022 Oo2~0 32 0 .. 0140 OoOOJO 0.,4 7 
31 Oo2 10 0.0030 0.,751 
30 003740 000042 1,000 
Six-inch length 
136 Oa0014 0.0012 00097 
135 000040 0 ... 0025 00250 
134 0~0120 0:0055 0.501 
133 000450 0001$5 loOlO 
132 001749 0~0109 2.001 
131 0.,3912 0 .. 1596 30·002 
130 006923 0.2799 3.99g 
Three-inch length 
144 000025 0~0021 0.,184 
145 0~0082 0.0055 00500 
146 000293 0 •. 0190 1 .. 000 
147 0~1190 000799 2.,001 
148 0~4591 0.3259 /h026 
149 ·100522 0.7428 5~990 
150 1.,9045 1.JSOO 8 .. 000 
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Table 10 .,--SUMl'JfARY OF HEAD LOS~.ms FOR v1rnious LStJGTHS 
OF SCREEN D 
LOSSES THROUGH S GREEN 
Obso Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto cfs/fto 
Twenty-four inch length 
183 000020 ' -000002 00061 
182 000061 -000004 00123 
181 0~0230 000002 00250 
180 000913 000023 0 .. 500 
179 002042 0.0053 00750 
178 0113681 0.0101 1 ~000 
Six-inch length 
172 0~0010 0~0005 0.093 
173 0.,0045 0~0025 00251 
174 000161 0~0095 00500 
175 000633 0~0395 lo002 
176 0~2499 0~1525 1.,999 
177 0 .. 5619 003470 . 2.996 
l?S(a) 1.0042 0.6274 3.,973 
Three-inch length 
171 000017 . 000007 o .. 1g9 
1io 0~0128 0 .. 0098 0~496 
1 9 0~0530 0.0405 1 .. 016 
168 0.2004 0~1593 2~001 
167 0.7888 0.,6315 4.,001 
166 1.,7745 lr,4375 5 .. 9a9 
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Table llo-...SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSSES FOR VAllIOUS L::::IJGTHS 
OF SCREEN E • 
LOSSES THROUGH S GREEN 
Obs. Noo Lower Gage Upper Gage Discharge 
Fto Fto cfs/fto 
Twenty-four inch length 
225 0 .. 0015 0 .. 0008 0.062 
224 0 .. 0062 -0 .. 0003 Ool25 
223 0.,0230 -0~0005 0 .. 250 
222 0 .. 0907 -o .. oooi 0 .. 499 
221 0.204g -0.000 8:·~§~ 220 0 .. 365 -0 .. 0006 
Six-inch length 
219 0.0010 0 .. 0000 0 .. 092 
218 0~0030 000005 0~253 
217 0.0092 0.0023 0 .. 499 
216 0 .. 0339 0~0089 0.997 
215 0 .. 1301 0 .. 0335 2.001 
214 0.2912 0.0736 3 .. 002 
213 0 .. 5160 0.1261 1~ .. 000 
Three-inch length 
212 0.,0020 0 .. 0003 0 .. 195 
211 0 .. 0074 0 .. 0039 0 .. 507 
210 0~0224 0.0124 0~986 
209 0~0826 0.0471 2~003 
208 0~3113 . 0.1775 3 .. 97g 
207 0~7000 0.3953 5.,99$ 
206 1 .. 2602 0 .. 7020 8 .. 024 
Table 120-...SAMPLE PAGE OF ORIGIUAL DATA AND CDr.1PUTATIONS 
Obso Ho • .ill 
. ... ,· 
t.; 
Date 21 April 1949 
Remarks Screen A with 1 in. gravel pack Observer G. L. Core:t 
Hook gages 1 
Average 
Gage constants 
Hook gage readings· .. 






; 6 7 
105440 1 .. 3740 
1.5440 1.3740 
1.5440 1 .. 3140 
105440 1.3740 
1. 0 10- 0 
1. Loss of head through screen (lower gage)~ ave. col. 4 & 6 - col. 3: 
200560 - 200514: 0.0046 
2o Loss of head through screen (upper gage): ave. col~ 4 & 6 - col. 2 = 
2.0560 - 2.0530: 0 .. 0030 
3o Loss of head through gravel pack= colo 1 - ave .. col. 4 & 6: 
2.0545 - 2.0560: -0.0015 
4o Discharge as taken from weir table :: 0.,126 c.f.s .• : Oo06J c.f'~s. per ft., 
Col. 1-6 correspond to hook gages 1-6 as shown in Fig. 4. 
C9l. 7 is the readings taken with the hook gage at the weir box 
This represents one set of data taken in the laboratory. The results as 
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